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DECIPHER THE SECRETS OF THE SUN PASSES OVER RAMSES STATUE 

  

Eng. Nader dous shenouda* 
Introduction 

Sun becomes perpendicular at Ramses statue in 22 October & 22Febraury each year as the sun rays enters 
Temple of Abu Simbel that is sculpted in the mountain as there is a great length inside the mountain that 
reach to Kods El Akdas. 

It is known that in 1960 at the period of constructing high dam, Egypt issued an international appeal to 
save monuments before it sank under Naser Lake and among them is Temple of Abu Simbel. 

It is worth mentioning that 2000 Engineers and 50 scientists came to Egypt from all over the world to 
save Nubian Monuments and the most important monument to be saved is Abu Simbel Temple because it 
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was sculpted inside western mountain and it over looked the Nile river and the importance of this monument 
is the phenomena of sun being perpendicular at Kods El Akdas.  

This thing enriched ideas of Engineers and monuments scientists, so they suggested a lot of ideas and 
projects and they settled on the idea of transferring temple by length of 200 meter west  and 60 meter north 
and the height is 65 to become at the edge of Naser lake when constructing high dam. The temple is being 
cut down from mountain using handle usage and transferring parts of the temple to a storage area. Cutting 
down and transportation took two years from hard work before returning the river road and filling the lake 
then starting to collect a number of pieces to its places. Axis of temple was transferred and adjusted 
according to the same angle. But when installing the temple and its statues above the mountain, timing of 
being perpendicular becomes different by one day from 21 October, 21 February to 22 October, 22 February. 
It is worth mentioning that a concrete dome was poured above the temple after installing all its pieces and 
returning all its mountain pieces as it were to give the same feeling that the temple is in its newest place 
sculpted in the mountain without feeling or imagining that it was transferred to another place. 

My thoughts were enriched another time because of one day different in the day of being perpendicular of 
the sun. 

How our Egyptian grandfathers adjusted sun perpendicular? 
How their thoughts were guided to this and why?  
Then there are future expectations of scientific results. 
This is the subject of my research and study.  It needed a lot of time to study it according to history, 

astronomy and engineering sciences.  
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